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Abstract: Endoscopic optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) is a promising modality
to inspect the microvasculature of inner organs in the early-stage tumor diagnosis. However, an
endoscopic clinical proximal-end scanning catheter has limited flow imaging capability due to the
nonuniform rotational distortion (NURD) and physiological motion. In this study, a combined local
and global (CLG) optical flow algorithm was used to estimate the motion vectors caused by NURD
and physiological motion. The motion vectors were used to bicubic-interpolation-resample the
OCT structure to ensure that the circumferential pixels were equally spaced in the space domain.
Then, angiograms were computed based on the statistical relation between inverse SNR (iSNR)
and amplitude decorrelation (IDa), termed as IDa-OCTA. Finally, the ability of this technique for
endoscopic OCTA imaging was demonstrated by flow phantom experiments and human nailfold
capillary imaging.

Keywords: biomedical imaging; clinical proximal-end scanning catheters; endoscopic optical
coherence tomography angiography

1. Introduction

Angiogenesis is closely associated with tumor growth, invasion, and spread [1].
Narrow-band imaging (NBI) [2] and confocal laser endomicroscopy (CLE) [3] have been
used for investigating microvascular changes as hallmarks of early-stage cancer. However,
NBI only enables superficial vasculature visualization with limited resolution, whereas
CLE only has a relatively small field of view (FOV) with the requirement of exogenous
contrast agents. As a functional extension of optical coherence tomography (OCT), OCT
angiography (OCTA) can rapidly visualize the subsurface three-dimensional (3D) microvas-
culature down to the capillary level in a label-free manner by utilizing the motion contrast
of red blood cells (RBCs) [4–6], and has been used to evaluate the tumor vessels in oph-
thalmology [7–9]. In addition, endoscopic OCTA has been proposed in the early-stage
cancer diagnosis of inner organs such as Barrett’s esophagus (BE) [10,11]. However, OCTA
images of high quality require a stable beam scanning, which makes it a challenge for
miniature probes.

A variety of scanning mechanisms have been proposed to realize endoscopic OCTA
imaging. Wurster et al. used a tubular piezoelectric actuator to generate two-dimensional
(2D) spiral scanning with a 1.3 mm diameter circular FOV at the focal plane, where the
diameter of the probe was 4 mm [12]. However, in the spiral scanning pattern, because of
the sequential circular scans with different radial distance and spatial sampling, additional
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decorrelation noise artifacts might be produced in the inter-frame (circles) OCTA [12].
In addition, the spiral scans are inefficient in sampling toward the circular center, and
frequent trajectory calibration is required due to amplitude-dependent phase variation in
the piezoelectric fiber scanner. Yao et al. used an electrothermal micro-electro-mechanical
system (MEMS)-based probe with a diameter of 3.5 mm to generate a stable and controllable
raster scanning pattern with a 2 mm × 2.3 mm FOV at the distal end, suppressing the
decorrelation noise caused by spatial mismatch between paired scans [13]. However,
the small FOV of spiral and raster scanning patterns might be inefficient for large-scale
inspecting lesions of inner organs.

To meet the requirement of large-scale inspection, side-viewing circumferential scanners
are a natural choice, including distal-end scanning and proximal-end scanning. Micromotors
have been used for distal-end scanning, whose speed can be up to 4000 revolutions per second
(rps) [14]. Fujimoto et al. used a micromotor-based distal-scanning probe with a diameter of
3.2 mm to realize angiographic imaging of the esophagus in vivo [10,11,15–18]. In addition,
Fujimoto et al. also designed a micromotor-based capsule probe with a diameter of 12 mm
for rectal angiographic imaging [17,19]. However, due to the existence of micromotors, the
size of distal-end scanning probes is relatively large and the expense is high, limiting the
clinical application such as pancreaticobiliary strictures.

In contrast to the distal-end scanners, the proximal-end scanning probes up to 200 rps
rely on the long torque coil to transmit the proximal rotation to the imaging optics at
the distal tip; thus, they are more economical, compact, and commercially available [14].
However, clinical proximal-end scanning catheters have limited flow imaging capability
due to the artifacts from the nonuniform rotational distortion (NURD) caused by the
mechanical friction between the catheter sheath and torque coil [20], and physiological
motion such as heartbeat and breathing [21]. In the known literature, only Joseph et al.
used the clinical proximal-end scanning catheter with a diameter of 0.9 mm to image a
dynamic flow, based on statistical analysis of the cross-correlation between sequential
frames to generate a flow mask [20,22]. However, the statistical analysis method requires
30 cross correlation maps to ensure its classification accuracy, and oversampling affects
imaging speed.

To correct the artifacts in OCT catheters-based systems, Fujimoto et al. proposed a
correction method using the fiducial markers on the catheter to correct rotational speed vari-
ations, but it induced an obstructed FOV and could not correct physiological motion [18].
Kang et al. used the local block motion (LBM) method to determine the motion locally
by estimating the translation between corresponding blocks of adjacent frames, but the
execution time of it was slow, consuming 15 s to process one cross-sectional image [23].
When the fiducial markers method was extended to be combined with the LBM method,
using the tissue feature as the fiducial markers could correct the physiological motion
artifacts [24]. Uribe-Patarroyo et al. developed a method based on the statistical variations
of speckle between adjacent A-lines to measure the rotational speed of a catheter, but it
required highly correlated A-lines data limiting the imaging speed [25]. The optical flow
method based on the tissue intensity constant assumption between adjacent frames for
tracking motion is able to acquire the flow field information for each pixel with a sub-pixel
precision, achieving high accuracy with fast execution time [26,27].

In this work, we proposed an endoscopic OCTA using a clinical proximal-end scanning
catheter with a diameter of 0.9 mm. First, we introduced a combined local and global (CLG)
optical flow model to correct artifacts of the OCT original structures, including NURD
and physiological motion. Secondly, we validated the method through flow phantom
experiments. In angiograms before and after correction, the distortion-induced noise was
removed well, and the overlap state of the dynamic and static voxels in the inverse SNR
and amplitude decorrelation (IDa) space was significantly improved. Then, we conducted
human nailfold capillary imaging, and compared the endoscopic OCTA results with the
conventional OCTA results using a galvanometric scanner, achieving good correspondence.
Finally, the potential applications and limitations of this study were discussed.
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2. Methods
2.1. System Setup

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of swept-source OCTA (SS-OCTA) systems
using the endoscopic clinical proximal-end scanning catheter and conventional galvano-
metric scanner. The laser centered at 1300 nm operates at a 100 kHz sweeping rate over
a ~100 nm spectral bandwidth, providing an experimental axial resolution of ~16 µm
and an imaging range of ~11 mm in the air. The basis of the SS-OCTA system was an
interferometer, where the light from the laser source was split into the sample arm and
the reference arm by a 90:10 fiber coupler. As shown in Figure 1a, the sample arm was
terminated in a clinical proximal-end scanning catheter (St Jude Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota,
USA, C7 Dragonfly), which allowed light to be transmitted to and collected from the
sample, offering an experimental lateral resolution of ~25 µm and a working distance
of ~1.5 mm [28]. The catheter was 0.9 mm in diameter and encapsulated all material in
a transparent plastic sheath, and was in connection with the OCT interferometer by the
optical connector (Princetel Inc., Trenton, NJ, USA, MJXA-SAPB-131-28-025-FA). A motor
(maxon, Suzhou, China, EC-max30) was used to rotate the catheter for circumferential
scanning while maintaining optical connection. As shown in Figure 1b, in the OCT sample
arm, a scanning lens (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA, LSM05) with an effective focal length of
54 mm was used collimate the detecting light on the sample, providing an experimental
lateral resolution of ~32 µm, and an x-y galvanometer was adopted for 3D volume scanning.
The light backscattered from the sample was recombined with the light reflected from the
reference mirror, and then the interference signal was detected by a balanced detector
(Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA, PDB470C).

Figure 1. Schematic of the SS-OCT system setup where the sample arm is terminated with a clinical
endoscopic proximal-end scanning catheter (a) and a conventional galvanometric scanner (b). FPC:
fiber polarization controller.

In the imaging experiments with a clinical endoscopic proximal-end scanner, the
motor rotary speed (imaging speed) was set to 25 rps (up to 134 rps), and each dataset
contained 5 frames with 4002 A-lines per frame, where the axial pixel size was ~8 µm and
the lateral pixel size was ~2.5 µm. When using a conventional galvanometric scanner, the
imaging speed was set to 156 Hz, and each dataset contained 5 frames with 512 A-lines
per frame. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (as
revised in 2013). This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Zhejiang University
(No.: IRB-2021-461) and the informed consent was obtained from subjects before imaging.
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2.2. Distortion Correction

Optical flow is the apparent movement of brightness patterns in an image over time.
The classic optical flow method relies on the brightness constant assumption (BCA) [26],
which assumes the image brightness of a target pixel remaining constant over time. In the
OCT images, the BCA can be expressed as:

I(z, x, t) = I(z + dz, x + dx, t + dt) (1)

where I is the OCT signal intensity, z is the radial (deep) index, x is the circumferential
index, and t is the temporal index. The spatial position (z, x) is located in the OCT static
regions of interest (ROIs) to avoid the intensity change of the dynamic flow affecting the
application of the optical flow method.

According to Equation (1), by applying a first-order Taylor expansion, the linear
approximation termed as the optical flow constraint (OFC) can be defined as follows:

Izu + Ixv + It = 0 (2)

where u = dz
dt and v = dx

dt denote image motion at position (z, x), Iz and Ix are gradient
vectors of the OCT intensity values, and It is the temporal intensity variation at position
(z, x). Equation (2) cannot be solved for both u and v in every single pixel, and an additional
constraint is needed. One widely used is a global method called Horn–Schunk (HS), which
assumes smoothness of the flow in the whole image and introduces a global smoothness
constraint [26]. Another one is a local method called Lucas–Kanade (LK), which assumes
the flow to be approximately constant within a local neighborhood of the given pixel [29].
Here, a combined local and global (CLG) method was used, involving both local (LK) and
global (HS) optical flow methods [30,31]:

E(u, v) =
x

R[Ψ((Izu + Ixv + It)
2
) + αΨ(|∇u|2 + |∇v|2)]dzdx (3)

where R denotes a local window in a static ROI. Ψ
(
s2) = √s2 + ε2 is an increasing concave

function, where ε is set to a small positive constant 0.001 that ensures Ψ(s) is still convex,
offering advantages in the minimization process. ∇ is the gradient operator. α set to 0.012 is
the smoothness weight factor (regularization parameter). Then, a three-level coarse-to-fine
multiscale approach with a downsampling ratio of 0.5 [30] was used to solve the motion
vectors (u, v), minimizing the energy E(u, v), and a 20 × 20 window size was used for the
local smoothing process.

In addition, the structural similarity index (SSIM) was used to evaluate the similarity
between the two OCT images, which was based on luminance (I), contrast (c), and
structure (s) [32]:

SSIM = [I(I1, I2)
α · c(I1, I2)

β · s(I1, I2)
γ] (4)

I(I1, I2) =
2µI1µI2 + C1

µ2
I1 + µ2

I2 + C1
, c(I1, I2) =

2σI1σI2 + C2

σ2
I1 + σ2

I2 + C2
, s(I1, I2) =

σI1I2 + C3

σI1σI2 + C3
(5)

where (µI1 , µI2), (σI1 , σI2), and σI1 I2 are the local means, standard deviation, and cross-
covariances of OCT images I1 and I2, respectively. α, β, and γ set to 1 here are weight
factors. C1, C2, and C3 as nonnegative real numbers are regularization constants for I, c,
and s terms.

Figure 2 illustrates the number of iterations in each multiscale level for a recursive
optical flow estimation in the phantom experiment, and the best SSIM (0.7039) was observed
with 15 iterations, corresponding to a ~2 times improvement compared with the original
SSIM (0.2199) with 0 iterations.
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Figure 2. The SSIM for a different number of iterations in each multiscale level in phantom experiment.
The inset is an enlarged view of the dashed box region. ”*” labels the best SSIM (0.7039) when
15 iterations.

The framework of the CLG optical flow method for distortion correction is summarized
in the pseudo-code shown in Table 1. First, the static ROI (solid gel in upper layers of
phantom, avascular epidermis of human skin or mucosa) was selected manually for optical
flow estimation, avoiding the flow signals being misleading. Second, the CLG optical
flow method was used to estimate the motion vectors (u, v) of pixels in the static ROI.
Considering the 100 kHz rapid sweeping rate of the swept source, the motion vectors (u, v)
of the pixels in one A-line were very similar, which could be averaged (u′, v′). Finally, a
bicubic spline resampling was applied to the OCT structure for correcting the NURD and
physiological motion.

Table 1. Framework of the CLG distortion correction.

Input:
OCT intensity image I
Output:
OCT distortion corrected intensity image I′

1: Manually select static ROI in I;
2: for multiscale level L = 1,2,3 with downsampling ratio 0.5 do
3: for iteration k = 1, 2, . . . 15 do

4: Solve for motion variable (uk, vk) using CLG method with 0.012 regularization parameter
and 20 × 20 window size;

5: end for;
6: Solve for motion variable (ukL, vkL) using (uk=15, vk=15) as initialization on this level;
7: end for;
8: Use the final solution

(
uk=15, L=3, vk=15, L=3

)
as motion vectors (u, v);

9: Calculate the averaged motion vectors (u’, v’) of same A-line;
10: Resample I by bicubic interpolation;

2.3. IDa-OCTA Algorithm

To avoid the unstable phase problem in the SS-OCT system and suppress the random
noise-induced decorrelation artifacts, a signal-to-noise (SNR) adaptive OCTA algorithm
was used, which was based on the asymptotic relation between inverse SNR (iSNR) and
amplitude decorrelation, termed as IDa-OCTA [13]. The OCTA motion contrast was
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computed using the inter-frame amplitude decorrelation D with a spatio-temporal kernel
(window size for decorrelation calculation) [13]:

D = 1− C
I
= 1− ∑M

m=1 ∑T−1
t=1 x0(m, t)x0(m, t + 1)

∑M
m=1 ∑T−1

t=1
x2

0(m,t)+x2
0(m,t+1)

2

(6)

where x0(m, t) denotes the normalized amplitude of the OCT signal, C is the local first-order
auto-covariance, and I is the local zeroth-order auto-covariance, meaning the intensity.
Here, m is the spatial index to denote (z, x) and M is the total kernel size in spatial
dimensions, t is the temporal index, and T is the number of repeated frames at the same
location. The saturation limit of the amplitude decorrelation D in dynamic regions was
derived to be ~0.22 [13].

The distribution area of static and noise voxels in the IDa space was predefined
with the asymptote relation Dst and an additional distribution variance 3σst range. The
range of 3σst was set consistent with the previous OCTA studies [6,13], which had a great
classification performance. The classification line Dc was described [13]:

Dc(iSNR) = Dst + 3σst = Dst + 3

√
2
N

σst0 (7)

where Dst and σst denote the mean value and the standard deviation (std) of amplitude
decorrelation in static regions, respectively, mathematically derived based on the multi-
variate time series (MVTS) model [13]. N = M·T is the total spatio-temporal kernel
size, and σst0 is the std of amplitude decorrelation when T = 2. The variance of the IDa
distribution is inversely proportional to the total kernel size N. As a tradeoff between the
spatial resolution, imaging time, and classification performance, a practical spatio-temporal
kernel of 5 × 3 × 5 (z × x × t) was used to analyze flow phantom and human skin data,
the corresponding axial resolution was blurred for 2.5 pixels (5/2 = 2.5 axial resolution
volumes in 5 pixels), and, at the same time, laterally, there were 3.3 overlapped scans
(3/10 = 0.3 lateral resolution volumes in 3 pixels) for a clear imaging in the circumferential
direction. The IDa space can be divided into a dynamic part (D > DC) and static/noise
part (D ≤ DC). The dynamic voxels were labeled as 1 and the others were labeled as 0,
and accordingly, the IDa vascular mask was generated. Finally, the IDa-OCTA angiograms
were generated by multiplying the amplitude decorrelation map by the IDa mask.

To quantify the performance of the CLG-corrected IDa-OCTA, the contrast-to-noise
ratio (CNR) was calculated [6]:

CNR =
Ddy − Dn

σn
(8)

where Ddy and Dn denote the mean value of decorrelation in the dynamic flow and noise
regions, respectively, and σn is the standard variance in the noise regions.

3. Results

The flow phantom model was used to demonstrate the correction effect of the distor-
tion. The flow phantom was made of two parts: one was solid gel mixed with ~5% milk to
mimic the static tissue background, and the other part were capillary tubes with an inner
diameter of 0.3 ± 0.1 mm full of milk solution to mimic a dynamic flow. As shown in the
cross-sectional structure, Figure 3a, six capillary tubes in total were embedded in the solid
gel, distributing at different depths to simulate actual blood vessels with different SNRs
(the lowest <10 dB). As shown in the IDa-OCTA before correction, Figure 3b, due to the
distortion, the static region unusually presented a high decorrelation value similar to that
of the dynamic flow. According to the classification line Dc, the IDa space can be separated
into a static/noise part (labeled by light blue) and dynamic part (labeled by light red). In
the corresponding IDa feature space of Figure 3b, the scatterplots of the static/noise (the
dashed rectangles in Figure 3a) and dynamic (the solid rectangles in Figure 3a) voxels were
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most overlapped and not in agreement with the predefined IDa space (see Figure 3e). Thus,
it is a challenge to separate the static and dynamic regions using the IDa classification line.
To solve the problem, the CLG correction method was performed on the cross-sectional
structure. The advantage of the CLG method was demonstrated by comparing with the
conventional LBM method [23] both qualitatively and quantitatively. After distortion
correction, the distortion-induced noise in the static region of IDa-OCTA was removed to
some extent (see Figure 3c,d). Comparing the two cross-sectional angiograms after CLG
and LBM correction, the residual noise was more obvious in Figure 3d, highlighted by
the cyan triangles. As shown in Figure 3f after correction, the scatterplots of the regions
identical to Figure 3b were in good agreement with the predefined IDa space. The static
voxels in the CLG-corrected image compared with those in the LBM-corrected image were
better separated with dynamic voxels, meaning fewer misclassification voxels (residual
noise) in IDa-OCTA (see the bold arrow in Figure 3f). To further quantify the improvement
of the CLG method over the LBM method, a ground truth mask of dynamic flow was
manually labeled. The histograms of angiograms in Figure 3c,d are plotted in Figure 3g,h,
where the CLG-corrected angiogram obviously separates dynamic flows and background
noise better, highlighted by the green bold arrow. According to Equation (5), the CNR of
the CLG-corrected angiogram (6.45) is higher than that of the LBM-corrected angiogram
(6.22), corresponding to a 3.70% improvement in dynamic contrast. In addition, the su-
perior performance of the CLG correction method enables an improved accuracy of flow
density quantification. A decorrelation threshold was applied to both the CLG-corrected
angiogram and LBM-corrected angiogram to quantify the flow density [33], and the voxels
above the threshold divided by the total voxels in the ROI defined the flow density. The
manually labeled ground truth mask was used to calculate the relative error (RE) of the
flow density, which means a difference between the estimated flow density and the ground
truth. The RE of the CLG-corrected angiogram (1.44%) was significantly lower than that
of the LBM-corrected angiogram (6.17%), corresponding to a 76.7% improvement in the
quantification in flow density. In addition, the execution time of CLG correction (1.40 s)
was significantly shorter than that of the LBM correction (13.16 s) between two sequential
structural frames (in upper static solid gel regions, 4002 × 130 pixels), with an order of
magnitude improvement, which is consistent with past studies [23,27].

Figure 3. Validation of the correction effect of the distortion through flow phantom experiment
imaging with endoscopic clinical proximal scanner. (a) Cross-sectional structure of flow phantom. Left
inset is the averaged depth profile indicating the SNR decay. The mean iSNR and SNR of the deepest
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flow region were approximately 0.09 and 10 dB, respectively. Cross-sectional IDa-OCTA angiograms
before correction (b), after using CLG correction (c) and after using LBM correction (d). The residual
noise was obvious in (d), highlighted by the cyan triangles. The scatterplots of the static (blue dashed
rectangles in a), noise (cyan dashed rectangles in a) and dynamic (red solid rectangles in a) voxels in
IDa space before (e) and after (f) distortion correction, and the solid and dashed lines correspond to
the theoretical asymptotic IDa relation Dst and the classification line Dc, respectively. Histograms of
flow signals and background noise in CLG-corrected IDa-OCTA (g) and LBM-corrected IDa-OCTA
(h). The overlap between the flow signals and background noise was highlighted by the green bold
arrow. A kernel of 5 × 3 × 5 (z × x × t) was adopted in IDa-OCTA calculation. Scale bar = 0.5 mm.

As the skin tissue around the nailfold region contains characteristic structures with
rich blood perfusion, the little finger nailfold on the left hand of a healthy female volunteer
was imaged with the endoscopic catheter and the conventional galvanometric scanner.
In the endoscopic cross-sectional structure (Figure 4a), the epidermis (EP), dermis (DE),
nail matrix (NM), nail root (NR), and nail beds (NB) layers were clearly differentiated.
The blood vessels were supposed to be mainly distributed within the DE layer [34]. The
endoscopic cross-sectional IDa-OCTA angiogram without distortion correction is shown
in Figure 4b, where the dynamic flows in the DE layer were not distinguishable from the
neighbor static tissue. For comparison, a galvanometric scanner was used to image a similar
little finger nailfold region, and the conventional cross-sectional IDa-OCTA angiogram
(Figure 4c) was obtained, where the blood vessels could be clearly identified from the
background with a high contrast. After performing distortion correction on endoscopic
structures, the corresponding CLG-corrected endoscopic IDa-OCTA (Figure 4d) and LBM-
corrected endoscopic IDa-OCTA (Figure 4e) both enabled a relatively clear visualization of
the blood perfusion within the high scattering skin tissue, and the endoscopic angiograms
had a good correspondence with the conventional angiogram (see the yellow arrow in
Figure 4c–e), demonstrating the reality of the dynamic flow obtained by the endoscopic
proximal-end scanning catheter. Compared with the CLG-corrected angiogram, the LBM-
corrected angiogram had a higher background noise and thus a lower image contrast, partly
circled by yellow ellipses in the insets. In addition, the noisy background also impaired
the vessel density evaluation. As shown in Figure 4f,g, the binarized vascular masks of
CLG- and LBM-corrected angiograms (red) were overlayed on the structural image, and
the CLG-corrected image showed less noisy points labeled by yellow ellipses, enabling a
higher accuracy in vessel density evaluation.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. IDa-OCTA imaging of the little finger nailfold of a healthy volunteer with the endoscopic
clinical proximal-end scanning catheter and the conventional galvanometric scanner. (a) Endoscopic
cross-sectional structure of the nailfold. (b) Endoscopic cross-sectional IDa-OCTA angiogram before
correction. (c) Conventional cross-sectional IDa-OCTA angiogram obtained by imaging a similar
nailfold position with a galvanometric scanner. Endoscopic cross-sectional IDa-OCTA angiogram
after using CLG correction (d) and after using LBM correction (e). Left insets are enlarged views of
the enclosed areas. Corresponding vessels are labeled by the yellow arrows. Overlay of the CLG-
corrected endoscopic IDa-OCTA angiogram (red, (f)) and the LBM-corrected endoscopic IDa-OCTA
angiogram (red, (g)) on the cross-sectional structure (gray). Corresponding residual noise is circled
by yellow ellipses. EP: epidermis, DE: dermis, NM: nail matrix, NR: nail root, NB: nail bed. A kernel
of 5 × 3 × 5 (z × x × t) was adopted in IDa-OCTA calculation. Scale bar = 0.5 mm.

4. Discussion

In this study, to suppress the distortion-induced noise of angiograms imaging with
proximal-end scanning catheters, a CLG optical flow method was used to correct NURD
and physiological motion. Flow phantom and human finger imaging experiments were
performed to demonstrate its validity. The proposed distortion correction method has
several advantages over existing methods. Compared with the conventional LBM method
determining motion locally by estimating the translation between corresponding blocks
of adjacent frames [23], the CLG optical flow method contains the flow field information
available for each pixel, and estimates the circumferential (x) and the radial (z) displace-
ments to sub-pixel precision, achieving higher accuracy with a significantly faster execution
time [27]. In addition, rather than using the fiducial markers on the catheter to correct
rotational speed variations [18], the CLG method ensures an unobstructed field of view.
In contrast to the method based on the statistical variations in speckle between adjacent
A-lines measuring the rotational speed of a catheter [25], the CLG method is based on the
intensity constant assumption to calculate the velocity field from the adjacent frames, not
requiring highly correlated A-lines data and not limiting the imaging speed. This distortion
correction method can be applied to other endoscopic catheters-based techniques such
as balloon-based distal-end probes for esophageal angiographic imaging [10,15–17], or
capsule-based distal-end probes for rectal angiographic imaging [17,19]. In addition, it
has potential to be combined with machine learning algorithms to further improve the
performance of the CLG optical flow in distortion correction [35].

For endoscopic imaging, the vasculature signals are significantly important for the
evaluation of benign and malignant diseases. In the malignant mucosa of inner organs, a
large tumor burden may lead to profuse neovascularization, and accordingly, many tumor
vessels are generated, always behaving as tortuous and abnormal dilated features [36].
In addition, due to the different degrees of tumor invasion depth from the epithelium to
submucosa, the vascular phenotype shows different characteristics [1]. Compared with
commonly using NBI and CLE to characterize vascular patterns, endoscopic OCTA imaging
enables a subsurface image of inner organs with higher resolution than NBI, and allows a
larger FOV than CLE without requirements of dye injection. Thus, endoscopic OCTA will
be useful for the diagnosis of tumors of inner organs in the clinic. In addition, the clinical
proximal-end scanning catheter we used has a diameter of 0.9 mm, and it can be easily
inserted through commonly used esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) endoscopes with a
working channel of 2.8 mm [15]. In addition to the large tubular organs, it is also suitable
for narrow lumen imaging such as pancreaticobiliary systems. In addition, the lateral
resolution is mainly determined by the focal spot radius of the cylindrical gradient-index
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(GRIN) lens. It can be improved by using a GRIN lens with a larger gradient constant or
using a longer spacer to increase the distance between the GRIN lens and single-mode fiber
(SMF), but at the expense of decreasing the working distance [37]. The current 25 µm lateral
resolution was chosen for a working distance of 1.5 mm, which can be improved to 18 µm
with a decreased working distance of 1.2 mm for a more detailed vascular visualization [37].
Considering that imaging of large lumens requires a long working distance such as the
esophagus, a lateral resolution of 21 µm and a long WD of 12 mm can be realized with a
dual GRIN lens-based probe [38].

For bioimaging, improving the tissue contact coverage with the catheter will likely
increase the robustness and the accuracy of the motion displacements estimation. In
our human finger imaging experiments, the cross-sectional structural image used for
motion displacements estimation only covered closely a portion of the finger nailfold,
while the other tissue regions were out of contact. Dominant motion distortion requiring
correction was in the circumferential direction. Radial motion where finger tissue was
contact with the catheters was relatively small and the blood vessels can be identified
from the background clearly, while angiograms out of the contact regions had poor quality.
Therefore, we emphasize that our distortion correction method if used in bioimaging should
be compatible with larger tissue contact coverage modalities. A balloon sheath design of
the catheter is a choice [21,24], which will increase the robustness of the proposed CLG
correction method.

Although only 2D endoscopic OCTA imaging results with proximal-end scanning
catheters were obtained in our study, there is potential to combine with the additional
longitudinal pullback [10,39] to achieve 3D OCTA imaging in the future. However, the
problem is that the motion and distortion artifacts will be more serious in 3D OCTA imaging
because of pullback. Two aspects can be improved in the current 2D endoscopic OCTA
imaging system for high-quality 3D OCTA imaging. First, improving the design of the
catheters is necessary, and the balloon sheath design discussed above will serve to stabilize
the catheter and suppress the relative motion between the tissue and catheter while the
catheter is rapidly rotated and slowly pulled back [23]. Secondly, choosing a suitable
scanning pattern will be essential. A helical scanning pattern with high-density sampling
can be a choice, where the interval is calculated to be ~5 µm (~2.5 times Nyquist) along
the pullback direction [24], and such a small sampling interval enables the assumption of
the tissue intensity constant between adjacent frames, which ensures the CLG correction
method works in motion artifacts and distortions correction. Therefore, a decorrelation
map can be calculated with at least three consecutive corrected OCT frames to suppress
background decorrelation noise [24]. In addition, a stepwise raster scanning pattern
commonly used in ophthalmology OCT systems may be another choice worth exploring in
3D endoscopic OCTA imaging [40], which enables angiograms extraction from repeated
frames with minimal background decorrelation noise. It is possible with the improved
proximal-end scanning catheters to acquire 3D angiograms from the cross-sectional CLG-
corrected OCT data in the future.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed an endoscopic OCTA using a clinical proximal-end scan-
ning catheter with a diameter of 0.9 mm. To suppress artifacts caused by NURD and
physiological motion, the CLG method was used in static ROI to calculate the motion
displacements in circumferential and radial directions, and the averaged motion vectors
of one A-line were used to bicubic-spline-resample the OCT structure. The IDa-OCTA
angiograms of the phantom and human finger nailfold were acquired, demonstrating the
performance of the distortion correction method. Endoscopic OCTA imaging enables rapid
visualization of subsurface structures and vasculature in a depth-resolved manner. These
unique features of the endoscopic OCTA have potential to improve the early diagnostic
capability of inner organs.
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